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Abstract
The effect of particles size distribution of the coarse aggregates on the

water demand of the concrete mix was studied and analyzed using the
concept of particles size distribution in so far as they deviate from the
avera size or fineness modulus as indicated by the standard deviation of
the sample.

Six concrete mixes 1:2:4 by weight (320 kg/m3 cement content) were
designed for a given slump of (30-60) mm. The main variable being the
gradation of the coarse aggregates.

The results showed that an increase in the S.D of the coarse aggregate
particle distribution resulted in an increase in the water demand of the
mix, this was further substantiated by a decrease in the resulting
compressive strength. An extra 38 similar concrete mixes were selected
randomly from the literature for further supporting evidence.

Keywords: Particle size distribution, Water demand, standard deviation,
average size of aggregate

تأثیر توزیع مقاس جزیئات الركام الخشن على بعض خواص الخرسانة باستخدام مفھوم " 
"االنحراف المعیاري

خالد عبد العزیز زكریــــــا. د
أستاذ 

غانم حسین قوجــة
مدرس

نادیة صدیق الصفـــار
مدرس مساعد

یةقسم الھندسة المدن

الخالصة:



.النعومة وكما یفسر من خالل االنحراف المعیاري لتدرج نموذج الركام الخشن
وبھطول ) kg/m3 (320ومحتوى أسمنت ) وزناً 4:2:1بنسبة (د ست خلطات خرسانیة تم اعتما

.حیث كان المتغیر الرئیسي في ھذه الخلطات تدرج الركام الخشن،(mm 60-30)یتراوح بین 

.مقاومة االنضغاطالوقت نقصانطة للماء وبنفس زیادة في متطلبات الخل
38)(وأخیراً تم اختیار 

.إضافیةإثباتات وأدلة
Introduction:

For fully compacted concrete, w/c ratio is the main parameter
governing the strength of concrete, according to the law established by
Abram [1], and his initial statement, “the strength of concrete is a
function of the ratio of cement to the free water in the plastic mixture“,
agrees with the fact that the strength of concrete continues to increase
with the reduction of w/c ratio to a value of 0.2 or even lower.

At equal values of w/c ratios, the strength of workable concrete may
be influenced greatly by such factors as the grading, relative amount of
aggregates, the shape, surface texture, stiffness, and the maximum size of
aggregates.

A suitable gradation [2] of the combined aggregate in a
concrete mix is described in order to secure workability and to
secure economy in the use of cement. A well-graded mixture
produces strong concrete than a harsh or poorly graded one. Singh
[3] has proposed that, for constant mix proportions, the increase in
specific surface (index of grading) of the aggregate, causes a
decrease in the amount of cement relative to the surface of the
aggregate, thus causing more voids around the surface of the
aggregate particles and decrease in strength.

Specific surface gives in somewhat misleading picture of the
workability to be expected and to overcome this difficulty,
Murdock [4] has suggested the use of surface index, which is an
empirical number, related to the specific surface of the particles
with more weightage assigned to the coarser material.
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The total surface index (fs) of a mixture of aggregates is
calculated by multiplying the percentage weight of material
retained on each sieve and the corresponding surface index and to
their sum is added a constant of 330 and the result is divided by
1000 [5].

The specific surface varies with different types of aggregate due
to variations in the angularity. The angularity index (fa) depends
upon the grading of coarse and fine aggregates, angularity number
[6] and the relative proportion of coarse and fine aggregates in the
mix.

The experimental evidence presented and mathematical analysis clearly
shows that the importance of fineness modulus is greatly underrated
nowadays. The limit of validity of this method is much wider and its
applicability is much better than is generally believed [7].
The grading is characterized numerically by the fineness modulus.
This makes possible the development of formula to express the
effect of grading on the concrete properties [1]. The fineness
modulus represents an average particle size of the aggregate and,
as such, it is a fundamental parameter of the particle size
distribution.

Both the fineness modulus and the specific surface are measures of
average particle size. Experimental results, however, show better
correlation with fineness modulus [7].

All normal concretes containing the optimum coarse aggregate
content (for workability) have fine aggregate to cement ratios well
in excess of (0.8). The more frequent cause for losses in strength
is at the other extreme: because the critical maximum value is
exceeded, incomplete compaction occurs. However, for all
practical purposes, when the optimum coarse aggregate is being
used, these extreme conditions of either too little or too much fine
aggregate are readily avoided [8].

Increasing the proportion of the rounded particles decreases the



percentage of voids. Since the cement paste required for concrete
is proportional to the void content of the combined aggregates, it
is desirable to keep the void content to a minimum [9,15].

Researchers [10, 11] have suggested that, an increase in the
maximum aggregate size results in lower compressive strength in
rich mixes and higher compressive strength in leaner mixes. At a
given w/c ratio and mix proportions, concrete with smaller
maximum aggregate size develops greater strength than concrete
with larger size [12]. The particle size distribution (as they deviate
from the fineness modulus is indicated by the standard deviation
of the aggregate particle) [13].

Statistical analysis indicates that the lower the value of the
standard deviation, the higher will be the percentage of particles
close to the average size, conversely a higher standard deviation
indicates a larger portion of particles in the coarse and fine
fractions.

If the coarse aggregate is regarded as standard, i.e., kept
unchanged throughout a series of tests, it will be found that the
use of different sands in the mix results in different water
demands. Consequently, it may be referred to the “water demand
of the sand“. On the other hand, if the sand is regarded as standard
the use of different coarse aggregate in the mix also results in
different water demand and it may then be referred to the “water
demand of coarse aggregate”, [12].

Objective of the Research:

The object of the current work is to show that the particles size
distribution of the coarse aggregate using the concept of standard
deviation has a definite effect on the mix water demand and
ultimately on the concrete compressive strength.



Experimental Program:

Materials used: -

Locally available materials were used. Their main properties are as
indicated below:

Cement: the cement used was in accordance with Iraqi specification
(IQS) No. 5 (1984) [16].

Fine aggregates: Fine aggregates used consisted of medium normal
river sand in accordance B.S. 882-(1992) [17].

Coarse aggregates: Coarse aggregates used were normal river gravel
(irregular, almost rounded) in accordance with B.S. 882-(1992) [17].

Table (1) shows some relative properties with the sieve analysis of the
used coarse aggregate.
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d
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20mm
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4 40 100 100 100 100 100 100

8 20 95 90 98 100 95 90

7 10 30 20 45 60 70 50

6 5 0 0 5 10 65 10

–according to

B. S. 882-1992



5 2.36 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 1.18 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 600μm 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 300μm 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 150μm 0 0 0 0 0 0

F.M 6.75 6.9 6.52 6.3 5.7 6.5

S.D 0.536 0.538 0.545 0.64 1.004 0.82

Procedure

The above mentioned materials were used in preparing six
concrete mixes 1:2:4 by weight, cement content (320) kg/m3,
maximum aggregate size (20) mm and having a slump of (30-60)
mm. The main variable was the gradation of the coarse aggregates
used as shown in Table (1).

For further evidence, number of mixes totaling 38 were chosen
randomly from the literature [12, 14] designated No. 7 to No. 44
Table (3).

Investigated Parameters

The main investigated parameters of the present research work
are as follows:



1. The standard deviation of the coarse aggregate particle size
distribution was calculated, this is shown in col.3 of Table (3),
and typical calculation is listed in Appendix (A).

2. The slump range for all the mixes considered with the w/c
ratios (water demand of the mix) are given in col. 4 and 5 of
Table (3) respectively. See also Figs (1, 2, and 3.)

3. The 28-day experimental cube compressive strength of
100x100x100 mm cubes prepared, cured, and tested according
to B.S 1881, 1983 parts 108, 111, and 116 respectively is listed
in col. 6 of Table (3).

4. The calculated compressive strength using the following
equation which is predicted using the regression analysis on 44
test result from the present study and the published data as
shown in Table (1) is given in col. 7 of Table (3); this equation
has a correlation coefficient of (0.92).

D.S81.9S045.0C/W1.11269.96  ………..(1)

σ = Calculated Compressive strength of concrete (MPa).

W/C = Water cement ratio.

S = Slump (mm)

S.D = Standard Deviation of aggregates.

5. Col. (8) shows the Cal./Exp. values of the compressive
strength, see also Fig. (4).

6. Finally the A/C ratios, which are the richness of the mixes
considered, are shown in col.2 of Table (3).
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ded)ons of
particles

in the
fine

fraction
(50%

passing
average

sieve
size).

Cal/Exp.Strength

(cal.)

Strength

(exp.)

W/c

Ratio

Slump

(mm)

S.DA/C
Ratio

No.

0.973631.3532.20.52400.53661*

0.9414229.0930.90.54400.53862*

0.9072127.6730.50.55450.54563*

0.8797225.1628.60.56550.6464*

0.7934821.927.60.59401.00465*



0.7023318.1225.80.61500.8266*

0.9866725.1625.50.57450.572277

1.0669723.2621.80.585500.572278

1.055120.6819.60.61450.572279

0.9913233.1133.40.495550.57225.7510

1.0346431.6630.60.51500.57225.7511

1.0665529.6527.80.53450.57225.7512

1.073626.84250.555450.57225.7513

0.9491137.4939.50.46450.57224.814

0.9510536.14380.47500.57224.815

0.9921734.2334.50.485550.57224.816

1.0346431.6630.60.51500.57224.817

0.980722.3622.80.595450.5722718

1.0676821.1419.80.61350.5722719

1.0587218.2117.20.63500.5722720

0.9642914.8515.40.66500.5722721

0.9830730.7731.30.52450.57225.7522

1.0901529.8727.40.53400.57225.7523

1.22528.4223.20.545350.57225.7524

1.1130823.8221.40.58500.57225.7525

0.9437834.92370.485400.57224.826

0.9641232.78340.5500.57224.827

0.9970430.3130.40.52550.57224.828

1.037427.1826.20.55500.57224.829

1.0284627.4626.70.525500.829730

1.0241824.9924.40.545550.829731

1.0643823.3121.90.56550.829732

1.060121.5220.30.58450.829733



1.100618.4916.80.605500.829734

1.0275135.8634.90.45500.8295.7535

1.0120634.41340.465450.8295.7536

1.0468633.2931.80.475450.8295.7537

1.0412230.8229.60.495500.8295.7538

1.1579227.79240.52550.8295.7539

0.9740837.2138.20.44450.8294.840

0.9734235.5336.50.455450.8294.841

0.9519634.0835.80.47400.8294.842

0.990332.68330.48400.8294.843

1.0211230.9430.30.5350.8294.844

1.00679AverageCube Compressive Strength MPa

*  Present Study

Discussion of Results

Table (2) shows the main investigated parameters of the six
mixes considered for the present work. It is clear from the Table
that the water/cement ratios (i.e. water demand of the mix) is
dependent on the standard deviation of the coarse aggregate
particles, this is based on the fact that a small standard deviation
means a higher percentage of the particles close to the average
size, that is a low water demand, hence higher compressive
strength both at 7& 28 days, this is true whether graded or
ungraded aggregates are used as the results of mixes 1,2 &3
indicate.

A noticeable increase in the standard deviation (from 0.536 to
0.64) indicates a decrease in the strength (as shown in Fig. (5)).
This is clear for mixes 4,5, and 6 of Table (2), the reason for this



behavior being that an increase in the standard deviation indicates
that a large proportion of the aggregates is in the fine fraction this
is further substantiated by the higher percentages passing the
average sieve size (60, 70, and 50%) for mixes 4, 5, and 6
respectively. This means an increase in the surface area hence an
increase in the water demand of the mix (w/c = 0.56, 0.59, and
0.61) for mixes 4, 5, and 6 respectively.

This of course is followed by a decrease in the resulting
compressive strength both at 7 and 28 day.

Conclusions
Based on the finding of the present research the following main
conclusions may be drawn:

1. The concept of the particles size distribution of the coarse
aggregates in so far as the deviate from the average size or
fineness modulus as indicated by the standard deviation of the
sample may be used in checking the water demand of the mix.

2. Generally speaking an increase in the standard deviation
indicates a higher water demand and a strength reduction for
concrete mixes.

3. An empirical estimation based on the issue of standard
deviation was obtained to predict the compressive strength of
concrete (σ) with a good degree of accuracy, as given by:

D.S81.9S045.0C/W1.11269.96 
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Appendix (A)

Typical Calculations:

1. Average sieve size: grading 20mm aggregates

Col. (1) Table (1) = 75.6
100

1001001001001001007050




Fineness modulus = 6.75                   7.0

... Sieve index (7) is the average sieve size = sieve 10 (col. (3) Table (٢))

2. Standard deviation

(Col. 7) ungraded 20mm max. Agg. Size (F.M =5.7)

....).(2.%).(1.%
10
1. 22  MFindexsievesievendonrtdMFindexsievesievestonrtdDS

2222 )7.55(65)7.56(5)7.58(5)7.59(0
10
1. DS

=1.004


